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New Book- Random Musings of The Left Hemisphere 

 
 

Joyner Outdoor Media Proudly Announces the Book Release of : Random Musings of The Left 
Hemisphere by Mike Joyner   
 
Cortland, NEW YORK – Joyner Outdoor Media announces the Joyner Outdoor Media 
Proudly Announces the Book Release of : Random Musings of The Left Hemisphere by Mike 
Joyner   
 
The author’s latest book release is a collection of random musings made over the past decade 
in response to the many societal skirmishes, and forays of maligned and upside down 
positions taken by increasingly radical liberals and leftists of a divided country. The book 
features personal reflections and personal testimony of bearing witness to a profound event 
of survival. The new release is currently available in paperback, hardcover, and kindle.  
 
Publisher's Summary - “Random Musings of The Left Hemisphere” is a collection of 
personal opinions, reflections, and epiphanies gained from decades of hands-on living. A 
worldview fully grounded in compassion and sound reasoning is expressed that in stark 
contrast, refutes common false narratives perpetuated by the far left, academia, and a 
sympathetic media that has abandoned professional journalism in favor of activism and 
influencer self-gratification. We are over-saturated with utopian thesis-driven views 
formulated in a vacuum, and regurgitated in never-ending echo chambers.  
 
The latest offering from the author is a unique departure from his well-known outdoor book 
titles. A random glimpse into the thoughts, and observations of a left hemisphere dominant 
thinker. As an engineer, awarded worldwide patents, a passionate outdoorsman, and 
conservative by nature, these attributes are a natural fit for the project. The reader will find a 
frank and honest rendering of ideas and observations to ponder and consider. 
 
Hardcover, paperback books, and kindle – available now on Amazon     
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0C2R2ST1Q  
 
Joyner can be made available for media requests by emailing: info@joynerourdoormedia.com  
For further information on the author: www.mikejoyner.com  
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